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you make
a difference
A powerful investment 
to make a long-term, 
significant impact in 
our community.



achieving
our vision
Taos Community Foundation has been a strong
force in the community for 20 years and has
emerged as the philanthropic center in the
region. Our new building signals a strong
presence that provides a space for nonprofit
organizations and community conversations to
emerge. The profes sional office lends credibility
and stability to our organization. We’ve seen
growth across all areas of our programming;
assets under management, grant awards and
charitable fund expansion, resulting in a strong
pathway forward. By purchasing the current
office space, we secure a valuable asset that
will eliminate the occupancy expense from the
Foun dation’s operations, virtually assuring the
sustainability of the Foundation in perpetuity.
This permanence will have a direct impact on
our ability to expand and strengthen our work in
community.

our plan
The financial target is $400,000 with a
goal to have gift commitments in hand by
October 15, 2018. The campaign is
designed to attract broad community

participation by leveraging matching dollars to
get us to the finish line sooner. With lead gifts
already totaling $200,000, your  tax-deductible
gift today is effectively matched! You may make
a cash contri bution now or pledge a gift of
$5,000 or more over a three to five year  period.
Funds raised above and beyond our target goal
will be directed to an Endowment Fund which
will support future operational needs. 

how to give
Taos Community Foundation is commissioning 
a work of art to recognize our key donors to the
Building Campaign. The sculptural work will keep 
in mind the look and feel of our new space and will
feature individual components that bear each donor/
family name, based on the following giving levels:
$30,000 and above - Platinum Donor
$20,000 - Gold Donor
$10,000 - Silver Donor
$5,000 - Turquoise Donor
$1,000 - Mica Donor

our mission
is to connect people and opportunities, 
gener ating resources to build a more creative,
caring and thriving community.
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